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Rick and his group learn the dangers of living behind the safety of the Community walls, and much

worse: what happens when those walls give way to those outside.  Collects The Walking Dead

#73-84.
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This is the best "Walking Dead" book yet! It has great art, sex, violence, sleepless nights, one

oldman goes crazy because he has no woman, new graves are dug and filled, zombies on the

rampage, buckets of oozing blood,decapitations, mutilations and lots of sexy hookups. What does

the repulsive, grouchy and bitter old mando with his gun? I don't want to ruin it for you, but one old

man angry at life can do a lot of damage!Rick finds himself up to his eyeballs in zombie blood, a few

guys have to face some hard rejection anda couple of people fight for life from their makeshift

hospital beds. Stay tuned fans!

Great quality, happy I purchased these.I started reading the Walking Dead very late. I had watched

a few seasons of the show on AMC and decided to pick the books up. These are great 12 book

compendiums. I pulled through each book quickly to catch up on the series and have now moved to

reading these on my iPad when each issue is released.The stories are quite well written and the art

is fantastic.Don't expect the same story line of the show and be willing to put aside reality a bit more

as well.
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---Series The Walking Dead - it's just something! In contrast to the comic series is much more

interesting and more hooked! After reading the first volume you want to just read all the other

volumes without interrupting :)). Personally, I liked the comic book and I look I will wait for the next

release! I advise everyone to reading!Best Regard!

I have been following this story since 2003 and it has had its ups and downs [the period after the

Governor-Hunters]. I still remain devoted just to see where Kirkman is going to take the story next.

Book 7 picked up right where 6 left off [in the Washington D.C. wasteland] and kept me glued to the

pages.PROs:An ever-evolving zombie group survival storyline that keeps you turning the

pagesExcellent writing & drawings - the characters seem like very real peopleLots of zombie

chomping & evil human survivors [gunplay, hacking & slashing]If you love the AMC TV series then

there is no question you'll like these books, just make sure you read them in orderThe black & white

adds to the apocalyptic & chilling atmosphereCONs:Still not as good as Book 1.NOTE: This is an

ADULT graphic novel series and I do not recommend for children under 16.UPDATED: 24 Apr 12.

Arrived in great shape, and in great condition. What more could you want? I'm slowly building up my

collection of these awesome hardcover versions of this epic comic.

What the heck!!! the title of this review describes my feelings toward book 7......how is it that Robert

Kirkman continues to write such amazing stories!!!! Book 7 is brilliant and its expanding story isn't

one to miss!!! 5/5, it is brilliant. We are introduced to a town that is safe away from the zombie

horde. Kirkman created a town that we thought was safe, only to keep us on edge right until the very

end. And the ending to book 7.....holy moly!!!!! I want to read book 8 straight away!!!! Another major

character dies! and a major character is critically wounded in battle, leaving you wondering if he/she

survives!!!!! Definite read. If you don't read The Walking Dead, you are missing out, there is no

possible way to not love it. If there is an infinite amount of universes with infinite amount of

possibilites, it is impossible for one of those universes to have a person who has read the walking

dead not like it.

In Book Seven of The Walking Dead we rejoin our heroes in the Alexandria

Safe-Zone.Unfortunately, the story hasn't had the same pop ever since they left the prison.

Unfortunately, that doesn't change here, despite a game effort. Alexandria is a very different

situation from the prison on paper, but that doesn't mean much, because it feels too similar and it



just isn't as interesting. Things do end on a high note though, and the story is looking up (a potential

partially shown by Book Eight).Extras in this specific edition include the full-color comic book covers,

assorted miscellaneous artwork (including artwork for a Walking Dead board game), and musings

on the artwork by Robert Kirkman.Chapter 13 - Too Far GoneChapter 14 - No Way Out

Kirkman does a wonderful job of making the characters come to life. Once you pick up these books,

you won't put them down. Although its a comic book, you get sucked into the story and start to pose

the same questions that the characters do to each other. Its so much more than just zombies, its a

story of human nature and how far anyone will go to survive. Once you've read enough of these

books, you can start to see parallels in the TV show. I find myself telling all my friends how the

comic and the show are different, but how similar they are too. Even if you don't like comic books,

you'll love this series.
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